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Your sales commission structure is a critical 
piece of your company’s success. It sets 
the bar for the level of talent that you’ll 
attract to your sales team.

It seems simple, right? More money = 
better salespeople? But this isn’t always 
true.

Besides, if your goal is to grow your 
business, you wouldn’t want your 
salespeople to become comfortable with 
making sales at a particular sales target. 
This brings us to sales commissions.

In short, sales reps view their base pay as a 
sign of how much they are valued and how 
they'll be treated in the company that 
employs them.
 
Research from Tinypulse found that 43% of 
people would leave their companies for just 
a 10% salary increase. Meanwhile, research 
from the Boston Consulting Group shows 
that across the board, the happiest 

employees are the ones who feel 
appreciated. Competitive compensation 
plans that include sales commission for 
your salespeople are a great way to show 
appreciation. Creating a compensation plan 
that rewards hard work and account 
growth has proven to effectively motivate 
sales teams and should be at the top of 
your priority list as a sales business owner.

In this guide, we’ll dig into the X’s and O’s of 
sales commissions, how they benefit your 
sales reps in each role, and, by extension, 
your overall sales plan.

But before we begin, there are a few critical 
questions that business owners and 
leaders must answer to steer the 
organization in the correct direction when it 
comes to commissions and compensation.
 
In an article for Forbes, Sales Xceleration 
co-founder Mark Thacker said there is one 
critical error most sales organizations 
make: not crafting a sales commission plan 
tailored for roles and that effectively 
motivates and rewards performance.

The number one deciding factor when
it comes to looking for a new job is
a higher salary:

of employees feel that they are paid
fairly and 56% quit due to what they
deem inadequate compensation.

ONLY 21%

he says.

“This is often the case because 
the people who are creating the 
plan have never been paid in a 

similar manner,”
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To create a plan that will work successfully,
ask yourself:

01
Is our cost of sales 
appropriate and competitive? 02

What are the company and 
the team’s business goals?

03
What balance do I want to 
create between motivating 
personal success and the 
success of the team?

04
What impact will each sales 
role have on the company and 
the team’s success?

05 How can I find the perfect 
balance between 
performance and pay?

Once you answer these questions, it’s time to build the commission plan tailored for roles.

SDRs

AMs

Sales Development
Representatives

Account
Managers

AEs

TSMs

Account
Executives

Territory Sales
Managers

Most sales departments are organized around different roles like:

If we can clearly understand expectations associated with each role, designing successful 
incentive programs which promote the right sales behaviors and incentivize payees correctly 
is easy. 
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Responsibilities

Key deliverables

Sales Development Representatives are 
responsible for generating and processing 
leads. To generate leads, SDRs may use 
cold calling, telemarketing, emails, internet 
inquiries, etc. SDRs frequently also book 
demos and appointments. They have a 
“generate leads” function.

Sales Development Representatives should 
be paid commissions for generating many 
high-quality leads or appointments. SDRs 
should have count-based goals, such as 10 
qualified leads per month, or 25 booked 
demos per quarter. They can have 
accelerators and bonuses for reaching 
certain milestones. Often, the amount paid 
in commission per lead is fixed (i.e. $50 per 
lead and not a percentage of revenue). 
 
Sales Development Representatives may 
receive commissions across multiple 
components, such as number of leads 
generated, number of qualified leads 
generated and number of demos booked. 
In some cases, SDRs may receive a small

percentage of revenue from opportunities 
they generated. Finally, payouts may be 
larger when a lead originates from a 
completely new customer as opposed to 
another business unit from the same 
umbrella brand.

Their auxiliary responsibilities include 
maintaining extensive data records across 
the pipeline including but not limited to 
reached out contacts, brands, etc. SDRs 
are also expected to clock in data in the 
CRM system to truly have a holistic view of 
the pipeline generated.

Cold calls01

Leads contacted02

Qualified leads03

Meetings scheduled04

Meetings completed05

Meeting with qualified
prospect completed

06

Pipeline created 07

Sales Development
Representatives
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Key deliverables

Account Executives should be paid 
commissions for closing opportunities. The 
opportunity count typically doesn’t matter, 
but potential revenue does. In some cases 
marking an opportunity as “closed won” 
does not guarantee that you will receive 
actual payment from customers. For this 
reason, many organizations use a “pay 

when you get paid” or the clawback 
approach, where closing deals drives 
attainment & accelerators, but 
commissions are only paid when payment 
is received from customers. Many Account 
Executives have quarter-to-date or 
year-to-date attainment. This helps 
smoothen things and better measure 
Account Executives’ performance.

Account
Executives

Contest idea
Ready, set, dial.

To kickstart this contest, have your reps go 
head-to-head to get on the phone or as 
some would call it "cold-calling". Clock in 

the maximum number of successful calls 
made based on the geography and 
designations you would like to target.
 
Setting Ready, set, dial is super easy on 
Compass.

Responsibilities

Account Executives are responsible for 
assessing needs, closing opportunities, 
answering questions from customers, and 
facilitating the sales process. They 
represent the bulk of the workforce. They 
have a “close deals” function.

Qualifying leads01

Meetings scheduled02

Meetings completed03

Deals closed04

Pipeline created05
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Revenue recorded06

Take rate/margin %07

Renegotiation08

MRR09

Their auxiliary responsibilities include 
maintaining extensive data records across 
the pipeline including but not limited to 
reaching out to contacts, qualified leads, 
maintaining and renegotiating margins, etc. 
Account executives are also expected to 
clock in data in the CRM system to truly 
have a holistic view of the deals closed. 
Apart from this, since account executives 

Contest idea
Wheel to Win

The Wheel to Win keeps your Account 
executives engaged and competing with 
each other. The more deals they crack, the 
more tickets they earn, the better your 
chance of winning. 
 
Configuring Wheel to Win is easy peasy on 
Compass.

have access to prospects that convert and 
the ones who do not, also have access to 
critical information that is shared with the 
product teams to build a more robust 
product.

Account
Managers
Responsibilities

Account Managers are responsible for 
maintaining good relationships with 
existing customers. Their goal is to 
increase sales volume for accounts they 
manage, facilitate renewals, and reduce 
churn. They have an “account 
maintenance” function.

Key deliverables

Account Managers should be paid 
commissions based on key metrics such as 
renewals, churn, and account growth. 
These metrics are built to measure 
customer health. For example, if a 
customer under Account Managers’ 
oversight renews a contract, these 
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Account Managers may be eligible for a 
commission. This helps ensure Account 
Managers are motivated to encourage 
renewals. 
 
Account Managers are also responsible for 
NOT losing customers which are popularly 
known as reducing churn. Therefore, 
penalties or bonuses may be applied based 
on calculated churn rates. Revenue growth 
over a large customer base is another way 
to measure Account Managers’ 
performance. Finally, growth can be 
measured using quotas, which increase 
over time, or by comparing a current 
period’s revenue with a previous one. All 
Account Managers should have quotas or 
milestones, so they know what is 
acceptable performance vs. great 
performance.

Renewed contract value01

Cross-sell02

Upsell03

Churn %/value04

Onboard churn accounts05

Renegotiation for margins06

Client NPS07

Education/Demonstration
of product usage

08

Their auxiliary responsibilities include 
maintaining extensive data records across 
the accounts including but not limited to 
information and offers sent out to current 
customers, collecting product feedback, 
case studies, testimonials, etc. Account 
Managers are also expected to clock in 
data in the CRM system to truly have a 
holistic view of their accounts.

Contest idea
Churn it out NOT

To kickstart this contest, have your account 
managers go head–on to speak to their 
most difficult customers who want to 
unsubscribe. Maintain a record of churn 
requests/churn retained for each account 
manager and the one with the lowest churn 
wins a hamper.
 
Setting up Churn it out NOT is super easy 
on Compass. It only takes 3 steps to 
configure.
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Team Lead
-Sales

Responsibilities

Key deliverables

Sales Team Leads have a team of their own 
comprising either a combination of SDRs+ 
AEs+ AMs for a region or vertical or a team 
of SDRs/AEs or AMs. They are responsible 
for driving sales through their teams within 
the territory and facilitating sales. They 
have a “grow by leading” function.

Team Leads should be paid commissions 
on all sales in their territories. Their 
percentage is typically lower than AEs who 
own opportunities and close sales. When 
Team Leads facilitate sales for the 
members in their teams, they could receive 
an “override” commission, such as 0.5% of 
revenue on all sales. 
 
They may also have a quota they are 
expected to meet for their team/territory or 
vertical. Team leaders are the ones who 
formulate plans and strategies to meet 
targets to individuals in their teams along 
with a consolidated team target. They are 
usually rewarded for team performance 
under their leadership as opposed to 
individual contributions.

Achieve team sales goals01

Manage sales resources
and pipeline

02

Develop account plans03

Facilitate big sales04

Assist with important
sales process steps

05

Manage/lead key account
relationships

06

ensure compliance with
policies and regulations

07

Monitor expenses and
budgets

08

Co-ordinate with other
company functions

09
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Contest idea
Teamwork makes
the dream work
Teamwork makes the dream work is 
designed to enhance the number of calls or 
meetings booked while also helping team 
members who may need some form of 
coaching or peer motivation not only from 
the team lead but from senior members in  
the team. The goal is to not just enhance 
activity but to ultimately promote team 
collaboration and provide lower performers 
the chance to learn what makes their 
top-tier counterparts so effective. It's a 
win-win for all!
Configuring seemingly easy but complex 
‘Teamwork makes the dream work’ is easy 
on Compass. 

Finding the right sales commission 
structure and contests for each role in sales 
is essential to drive top-tier performance, 
but it is not the only factor in compensation 
success. You must continuously look for 
ways to motivate reps most effectively. As 
markets continue to shift, and change 
sweeps in seemingly overnight, it’s 
essential to adapt plans when the need 
arises. To do that, you need a way to 
answer the following questions in real-time:

Do we have the best plan in place to 
achieve our goals?

How can we build upon the success of 
past performance and incentives?

Are there areas of weakness within our 
existing commission structures we can 
improve?

Are we paying reps competitively 
compared to our industry competitors?

If a top performer leaves do we still 
have the capacity to hit our goals?

Gaining this level of visibility requires a 
digital transformation. It’s not something 
that organizations can afford to wait on. 
Forrester’s research shows that the most 
successful companies are able to pivot 
plans in the face of disruption. Currently, 
only 27% are able to do that successfully.



BOOK A DEMO NOW

Leverage the Compass advantage!

Compass is built for all roles in sales. With 
Compass, an incentive automation 
software, you can easily build logic with n 
number of variables where your only input 
is defining the variable and Compass will 
take care of your incentives no matter how 
complex. Apart from easy incentive 
calculation, Compass helps you motivate 
your sales reps with gamified sales 
contests with a library of templates to 

choose from. Compass is also created to 
handle complex tax implications across 
geographies and tax brackets, to enable 
seamless payouts. Sales incentives have 
been and will continue to be, effective 
ongoing management tools for 
organizations. But with Compass, you won’t 
have to worry about them at all.


